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Markets:  Computer, electronics and telecommunications companies  reduced  more than 90,000 jobs last

year compared to nearly 80,000 in 2015, according to a global outplacement firm based in Chicago. Tech

layoffs accounted for 18% of total 526,915 US job cuts announced in 2016.

Layoffs in the computer sector were up 7% last year – from Dell Technologies Inc (DVMT) since merging

with EMC Corp, Intel Corp (INTC), IBM Corp (IBM), Cisco Systems Inc (CSCO) and Microsoft Corp

(MSFT). Intel laid off 12,000 employees, or 11% its workforce, the report said.

Stocks to Watch:  Apple Inc (AAPL) last  gained 38 cents to $135.72 following raised ownership from

Warren  Buffet  and  geopolitical  marketing  success  in  China  and  India.  The  media  and  mobile  content

provider  is  boosted  by  strategic  acquisitions  like  2012’s  QuesTek  Innovations  LLC,  a  Chicago-area

engineering company that designs high-performance alloys for a variety of industries. 

Avis Budget Group Inc (CAR) dropped 5.6% to $33.76 after the vehicle rental company reported fourth-

quarter net loss of $31 million or 35 cents a share compared with negative $5 million or five cents a year

ago. Quarterly revenue fell 1.2% to $1.88 billion on lower margins yearly. Full-year 2017 guidance remains

cautious.

Kraft  Heinz  Co (KHC)  surged  10.74%  to  $96.65  after  the  food  and  diversified  products  supplier  is

increasing its  marketing budget  on three brands that  make 70% of  product  lines.  The company is  also

prioritizing spices and sauces, cheese, meals, nuts, and baby foods - covering North America and Europe, to

boost e-commerce too.

In fourth-quarter KHC’ net sales declined 3.7% to $6.86 billion yearly. Quarterly profit was $944 million or

77 cents a share compared with $285 million or 23 cents per share yearly. 

The Anglo-Dutch beauty products maker on Friday cancelled the $143 billion merger deal with British

consumer products  giant  Unilever  Plc  (UL) by paying the deal’s  termination regulatory fee.  UL shares

soared 14% to $48.53 on the news.

US Steel Corp (X) gained 1.76% to $39.80 after the  US’ biggest steel producer withdrew a portion of its

claims  with  the  International  Trade  Commission  over  whether  Chinese  companies  hacked  into  the

company’s computer systems to steal trade secrets. US Steel will keep its focus on updated laws and federal

government collaboration in responding to cyber violations.

Buying Long: Market sentiment is marginally higher-yield with traders betting on quality of long stocks,

long exchange-traded funds, pension funds, and call options. The Dow Jones closed up 4.28 at 20,624.05,

S&P 500 closed up 3.94 at 2,351.16, and Nasdaq Composite closed up 23.68 at 5,838.58. 

The most recent stack buy-signal came on June 8, 2016.

The  REIT sector  offers  attractive  income  and  growth  with  exception  of  certain  convergence  at  senior

housing properties.

Meanwhile most municipal bonds are federal tax-exempt, which means that a 6.5% paying fund like the

Nuveen Enhanced Municipal  Credit  Opportunities  (NZF) actually pays  top-bracket earners a 10.7% tax

equivalent yield.



Japanese traders have reduced their exposure to the US fixed-income market to their lowest level in four

years. Fears over policy, fiscal spending and “political instability” undermine the attractiveness of US yields.

Some Japanese stocks continue to be priced in expectation of the same stagnation that had occurred during

the last few decades. Such opportunity has come at iShares MSCI Japan (EWJ), up 2.9% during January and

16.2% to $51.19 in the past twelve months through February 17.

In the aftermath of US presidential election, emerging market capital flows are seen virtually flat at $680

billion in 2017, entailing high risks – notably regarding foreign direct investments.

Expansion:  Amazon.com Inc (AMZN) last added 93 cents to $845.07 after the global online retailer is

hiring additional 3,000 employees in the UK during 2017. The projects will get the company’s permanent

workforce in the country to 24,000 aiming to expand product range. 

Following  Silicon  Valley’s  boom,  the  UK  technology  sector  is  now  attracting  top-brand  leaders  like

Alphabet Inc (GOOG), Expedia Inc (EXPE), and Facebook Inc (FB).

Amazon’s three new British warehouses will be based in Tilbury, Doncaster and Daventry.


